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Abstract: Boron has been employed in materials science as
a marker for imaging specific structures by electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) or secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS). It has a strong potential in biological analyses as well;
however, the specific coupling of a sufficient number of boron
atoms to a biological structure has proven challenging. Herein,
we synthesize tags containing closo-1,2-dicarbadodecaborane,
coupled to soluble peptides, which were integrated in specific
proteins by click chemistry in mammalian cells and were also
coupled to nanobodies for use in immunocytochemistry
experiments. The tags were fully functional in biological
samples, as demonstrated by nanoSIMS imaging of cell
cultures. The boron signal revealed the protein of interest,
while other SIMS channels were used for imaging different
positive ions, such as the cellular metal ions. This allows, for the
first time, the simultaneous imaging of such ions with a protein
of interest and will enable new biological applications in the
SIMS field.

Optical imaging is extremely powerful in biological sciences

because it is based on a variety of fluorescent tags that are
easily modified and thus enable a large variety of experiments.[1, 2] However, many types of information cannot be
obtained by light microscopy, including extremely small
structures, which are typically addressed by electron microscopy (EM), or the sample composition, in terms of atoms or
molecules, which can be studied by secondary ion mass
spectrometry imaging (SIMS).[2, 3] These non-optical imaging
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approaches also need to employ labeling tags to reveal
specific biological structures. However, the labeling probes
for EM, and especially for SIMS, lag substantially behind the
potential of the fluorescence tags in terms of flexibility,
specificity, and amount of signal generated. EM typically
relies on probes containing heavy metals, such as gold
particles, which are dense enough to be observed in the
resulting images.[4] Such probes have been optimized for
several decades and perform satisfactorily. Probes for SIMS
have been less researched. They need to consist of elements
that are revealed by ionization,[5] and such ions need to be
rare in the sample of interest and present on the target
molecule in sufficient density to be detectable (as one
fluorophore is detectable in light microscopy, but one atom
is not sufficient for SIMS). One could in principle, use goldlabeled antibodies as in EM. They have been used successfully
in a few publications,[6, 7] and gold or platinum deposits have
also been analyzed,[8, 9] especially in tumors, in relation to
tumor therapy approaches. However, all of the SIMS analyses
of gold have been based on Au@ ions since Au+ is difficult to
measure owing to its very poor ionization characteristics.[10–12]
At the same time, it has been noted that gold particles appear
to modify the sample ionization in their surroundings, for
example for CN@ ions.[7] Therefore, efforts are needed for
generating new probes, especially for the positive ion domain.
Lanthanides have been employed in several technologies
(SIMS; EELS) but typically require individual metal particles
to be either linked to antibodies (which lowers the particle
density that can be used, owing to the large antibody size) or
to be precipitated on the cells.[13, 14]
A simple and flexible solution to this could be to use
boron, which typically has a strong signal in techniques such
as nanoSIMS or EELS.[15] The main advantage of boron over
gold is that the former can be coupled to small, flexible
molecular scaffolds. These could, in turn, be linked directly to
target proteins or could be covalently attached to immunolabeling reagents, including antibodies or even camelid single
domain antibodies (sdAbs, also known as nanobodies).[16]
This approach, in which high amounts of boron would be
integrated either in a protein or in a small nanobody that is
directly bound to the protein, would provide high labeling
densities, as well as high spatial precision owing to the small
probe size (ca. 2–4 nm), which places the label far closer to the
protein of interest than do the conventional antibodies (ca.
15 nm) coupled to metal particles.
However, boron is chemically intractable and is difficult
to couple to specific proteins or other biological elements. In
this study, we solved this issue by targeting boron-rich
polyhedral clusters, especially the ortho-carboranes. Their
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Figure 1. A) Strategies of specific incorporation of boron-enriched compounds into cellular proteins. BorEncode and BorLink, shown in detail in
(B), consist of hydrophobic aminobutyl-ortho-carboranes, linked to soluble short peptides bearing additional functional groups, azide or
maleimide, respectively, and the fluorophore Star635.

pseudoaromatic characteristics enables a substitution reaction on carbon without cage decomposition,[17] thus facilitating their coupling to peptides. We applied carboranyl peptides
to several biological labeling procedures, followed by nanoSIMS imaging.
For this purpose, specific incorporation of carborane
derivatives was expanded to different strategies (Figure 1 A).
The first strategy is based on co-translational incorporation of
an unnatural amino acid (UAA) in cellular proteins followed
by a bioorthogonal and chemoselective reaction between the
UAA and the carborane probe.[18, 19] The alkyne-modified
proteins are coupled directly with azide-functionalized carborane probes by the copper(I)-catalyzed Huisgen-cycloaddition,[20] also known as click chemistry. The second
strategy relies on first coupling the reactive carborane probe
to an ectopic cysteine of a nanobody through a thiol–
maleimide reaction, followed by the immunostaining of
cells.[21]
Two molecules were synthesized with the same boron
precursor, but with different reactive functional groups, to
fulfill the requirements of both strategies. We call them
BorEncode and BorLink for the click chemistry and nanobody strategies, respectively (Figure 1 B). We selected aminobutyl-ortho-carborane[22] to attach it to peptides, similar to the
coupling of amino acids. Each synthesis started from a Sieber
amide resin to generate nonapeptides, by following the
automatic or manual microwave-assisted Fmoc protocol
Angew. Chem. 2019, 131, 3476 –3481

(Supporting Information, Section 3). Afterwards, the Na,Neunprotected l-lysine in the resin-bound peptides was linked
with succinic acid (SA) by a short treatment with succinic
anhydride, N,N-diisopropylethyamine (DIEA) in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF). Then, the N-terminally obtained
carboxylic groups were converted in situ to active esters by
using O-(7-azabenzotriazol-1-yl)-N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl-uronium-hexafluoro-phosphate (HATU) in the presence of
DIEA and accompanied by coupling of amino-ortho-carborane (o-CB). After acidic cleavage of the carboranyl peptides
from the resin, the fluorophore Star635 was attached, either
to a lysine by an amine-NHS ester reaction (for BorEncode,
see the Supporting Information, Section 3.1) or to a cysteine
by a thiol–maleimide reaction (for BorLink, see the Supporting Information, Section 3.2). The fluorophore was implemented to enable us to quickly verify the cellular incorporation of the probes by fluorescence microscopy, before the
more time-consuming SIMS analysis, and also to facilitate the
selection of areas of interest in the sample. In the case of
BorLink, an additional step was required to activate the
probe for nanobody coupling. For this, we have chosen
succinimidyl 4-(N-maleimidomethyl)-cyclohexane-1-carboxylate (SMCC) to functionalize the lysine at position 2. The
maleimide in SMCC is known to be more stable towards
hydrolysis under physiological conditions, owing to the steric
hindrance caused by the cyclohexane ring.[23] Each reaction,
performed after cleavage from solid support, was analyzed by
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cultured in a medium lacking methionine but containing
HPLC. The peaks related to the desired products could be
homopropargyl-l-glycine (HPG), which resulted in the inteconfirmed by HR-ESI-MS measurements. After identification, the products were cleaned by HPLC to reach purities of
gration of this unnatural amino acid in all newly synthesized
+ 95 %. BorEncode was ready to be used in click-based
proteins at the methionine location.[19] Afterwards the
approaches, after testing its function in a reaction with
cultured cells were fixed and permeabilized, and their
propargyl-l-lysine (PRK) catalyzed by copper(I) in aqueous
alkyne-modified proteins were stained with the azide-bearing
ethanol (Supporting Information, Section 3.1). BorLink had
BorEncode in the presence of copper(I). After plastic
to be coupled first to a nanobody, then purified by size
embedding of the sample, sections of 200 nm were prepared,
exclusion chromatography (SEC), and was analyzed by SDSand nanoSIMS images were recorded on a NanoSIMS 50 L
PAGE (Supporting Information, Section 3.3). As a simple
instrument using the Hyperion II dual polarity oxygen source
proof of principle, two commercially available nanobodies
as a primary ion source. The signal of 11B species was collected
against green fluorescent protein (GFP) were used, which
in a m/z detector to visualize the abundance of probe-labeled
were able to recognize simultaneously two independent
samples (Figure 2 A). In addition, 23Na and 40Ca signals were
epitopes on each GFP molecule. BorEncode and BorLink
simultaneously collected to show the natural occurrences of
bear 20 boron atoms each. Therefore, by using both anti-GFP
these isotopes. Both isotopes ensured cell detection and acted
BorLink-nanobodies (BorLink-GFP-Nbs), the number of
as controls. 23Na was concentrated in the nucleus region,
boron atoms is doubled per GFP.
whereas 40Ca was more widely distributed throughout the cell.
11
To test the boron contents of the probes, we turned to
B could be clearly visualized inside the probe-containing
nanoscale secondary ion mass spectrometry (nanoSIMS),
cells, while non-labeled cells failed to give 11B signals.
which enables isotopic element analysis at high spatial
Moreover, 11B was distributed almost homogenously across
resolution by detecting secondary ions sputtered from the
the cell as expected owing to the incorporation of HPG in all
surface of biological samples. In the past, we have
generated two probes containing elements (19F, 15N)
that generate negative ions
under nanoSIMS, which
enabled the analysis of the
proteins
of
interest
together with other negative ions that are highly
abundant in biological samples (e.g., C and CN).[24, 25]
However,
probes
that
enable the analysis of specific proteins or structures
in the positive ion mode,
together with positive ions,
such as the cellular metal
ions, have been more difficult to obtain. We therefore
tested our probes in the
positive ion mode to
detect 11B ions and to visualize specific structures
with subcellular resolution.
We first tested the BorEncode in cells having
Figure 2. BHK cells that incorporated HPG in all newly synthesized proteins were labeled with BorEncode
alkyne-modified proteins
following strategy I. A) 11B nanoSIMS image of a representative labeled cell (top row) and a non-labeled cell
after co-translational incor(bottom row). The other images show 23Na and 40Ca. The overlay shows the co-localization of 11B (green),
23
poration. Then we tested
Na (blue), and 40Ca (red) in the cells. Scale bar = 5 mm. B) Images of the labeled (top row) and non-labeled
the BorLink-GFP-Nbs by
cells (bottom row) obtained with an epifluorescence microscope before the nanoSIMS measurement. The
fluorescence signal of the BorEncode is shown in magenta. The autofluorescence of the cells is shown in gray.
immunostaining
cells
The overlay image compares the signal of 40Ca to the autofluorescence (gray) in cells, to indicate that indeed
expressing a specific prothe same cell has been imaged. The fluorescence and 11B nanoSIMS images show good correlation. Scale
tein fused to a GFP variant
bar = 5 mm. C) Plot of the normalized boron signal intensity. Significantly higher levels of 11B are detected in
(Supporting Information,
labeled cells than in the negative control. The difference was highly significant (p < 0.0001), as determined by
Section 4). For the first
Wilcoxon rank sum test. Analyzed number of circular cellular regions of interest (ROIs): 60. The middle line
strategy, baby hamster
indicates the median, the box edges the 25th percentiles, the error bars the 75th percentiles, and the dots
kidney cells (BHK) were
indicate the 90th percentile.
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by their autofluorescence (gray in Figure 3 B). These Star635
positive areas were then imaged using nanoSIMS. The signal
measured by nanoSIMS was in good agreement with the
fluorescence image, in that high signals from 11B were
observed in transfected cells but not in the non-transfected
ones. The 11B signal from cells expressing syntaxin 1-YFP was,
as expected, lower in comparison to the signal obtained from
total protein labeling in Figure 2, but still sufficient to reveal
this protein specifically in the cellular context of other
naturally present metal ions such as 23Na and 40Ca (Figure 3).
For the second strategy, cell lines derived from monkey
kidney (COS-7) or human embryonic kidney (HEK293) were
first transfected with a plasmid encoding for the mitochondrial protein TOM70 fused to GFP. After 18 hours of
expressing this fusion protein, cells were chemically fixed
and were immunostained with both BorLink-GFP-Nbs
(Figure 4; see Methods in the Supporting Information for
details). By mixing both nanobodies, a density of up to 40
boron atoms per GFP protein can be achieved. The embedding and sectioning was performed similarly to the first
strategy. The immunostaining with anti-GFP nanobodies conjugated to BorLink
on COS-7 cells was also
examined by fluorescence
microscopy. The results
demonstrate a highly specific labeling for the protein
of interest TOM70-GFP
(Supporting
Information,
Section 6). The labeling
strategy using nanobody
immunostaining thus provided sufficient sensitivity
for specific target proteins
imaged with nanoSIMS.
To image the molecules
of interest with nanoSIMS,
it is necessary to label them
with specific isotopes. Other
SIMS approaches, such as
cluster ion SIMS, also work
in a label-free fashion, at
least for small metabolites
and lipids up to m/
z 2000,[26–28] albeit not for
larger molecules such as
proteins and peptides. For
these technologies, the
boron probes we developed
could be used for labeling
and imaging specific proFigure 3. BHK cells expressing PRK-modified syntaxin 1 were labeled with BorEncode following strategy I.
A) NanoSIMS images of 11B signal (green) in transfected (top row) and non-transfected cells (bottom row).
teins. This would enable
23
Na (blue) and 40Ca (red) are also shown, as well as overlay images of 11B, 23Na, and 40Ca. Scale bar = 5 mm.
cluster ion SIMS to investiB) Images of the transfected (top row) and non-transfected cells (bottom row) obtained with an epifluorgate the metabolite and
escence microscope before the nanoSIMS measurement. Although the different pixel sizes and imaging depth
lipid
composition
of
11
of the two procedures makes it difficult to overlay the two images perfectly, the fluorescence and B signals
a
sample,
while
also
knoware in agreement in the transfected cells. Scale bar = 5 mm. The less “crisp” appearance of the images, when
ing exactly where specific
compared to Figure 2, is due to the difference in the image sizes; the actual resolution is similar in both
proteins of interest are
figures. C) Plot of the normalized boron signal intensity (*** p < 0.0001). Analyzed number of ROIs: 120.
newly produced proteins. Statistical data analysis showed
a highly significant difference of 11B intensity between boronlabeled and non-labeled cells.
Based on these encouraging results, we proceeded to tag
one specific protein from the entire cell. Therefore, BHK cells
were transfected with a plasmid encoding for the transmembrane protein syntaxin 1, fused to yellow fluorescent
protein (YFP) and including an Amber stop codon in between
syntaxin 1 and YFP. Using an expanded genetic code
system,[18, 24, 25] cells incorporated propargyl-l-lysine (PRK)
on a defined position, at the Amber codon in syntaxin 1–YFP.
Afterwards, cells were chemically fixed and stained with
BorEncode in the same fashion as described above. The
labeling of syntaxin 1-YFP with BorEncode was verified by
fluorescence microscopy through overlapping of the YFP and
the BorEncode signals, before embedding. After embedding
and sectioning, the fluorescence of YFP was lost. However,
faint fluorescence signals from the Star635 fluorophore were
observed, which helped to locate the click-labeled cells
(magenta in Figure 3 B), while all other cells were detected
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techniques, even in the
EM domain, through electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS).[31] Finally, the
boron probe could be in the
future combined with two
other similarly flexible
probes we developed in
the past[24, 25] for the analysis
of negative ions. This would
allow multi-protein detection with nanoSIMS or
cluster ion SIMS and
would thereby enable a plethora of new experiments.
At the same time, this
should encourage future
work on developing further
specific SIMS probes, containing other elements that
are rare in biological samples, such as I or Si.
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Figure 4. COS-7 cells transfected with the protein TOM70-GFP and labeled afterwards with BorLink-GFP-Nbs.
A) NanoSIMS images of 11B signal (green) in transfected and non-transfected cells. 23Na (blue) and 40Ca (red)
are also shown, as well as overlay images of 11B, 23Na, and 40Ca. Scale bar = 5 mm. B) Images of the
transfected and non-transfected cells obtained with an epifluorescence microscope before the nanoSIMS
measurement. Although the different pixel sizes and imaging depth of the two procedures makes it difficult to
overlay the two images perfectly, the fluorescence and 11B signals are in agreement in the transfected cells.
Scale bar = 5 mm. C) Plot of the normalized boron signal intensity for transfected cells compared to nontransfected cells (*** p < 0.0001). Analyzed number of ROIs: 150.

located,[29] which would open new avenues in tissue and
metabolite analysis.
We have demonstrated that these boron probes are
potential labeling probes for total and specific molecular
imaging using non-optical nanoSIMS. The probes work as
small tags, which can be directly coupled to their targets,
either by co-translational incorporation of alkyne-modified
amino acids followed by click chemistry or by immunostaining with nanobodies. This should also enable their use in
a more general way, by coupling similar probes to secondary
nanobodies[30] (directed against mouse or rabbit antibodies),
which should render the probes immediately applicable in any
type of antibody-based imaging and in any type of sample.
Boron probes are more advantageous than previously
available probes for positive ion mode SIMS imaging, such as
the metal-containing tags, functionalized by polymerized
ligand backbones. These probes are very large, which results
in low spatial precision (not ideal for nanoSIMS) and a low
signal density.[14] Nevertheless, further improvements in the
sensitivity of these probes for nanoSIMS analysis should be
made by increasing the amount of elements (boron atoms)
without reducing the solubility of the boron probes and
without affecting the coupling reactions. Such improved
probes should also be applicable for other non-optical
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